Annual Report
We at VENUS WORLD SCHOOLS believe in the 3D’s and 3C’s of success.

D
D

Dedication
Determination
Discipline

C

Curiosity
Confidence
Courage

We also believe that every child is unique in his or her way. Self acceptance and self confidence
will help every child to bring about social transformation. We at Venus with our motto
“Together we can make life sublime” harness in every child highest self esteem, humility and
integrity. We instill faith in every child to explore his /her potential be experimental and
innovative. We help children in turning their weaknesses into strengths with our developmental
and holistic approach.
 Character building is at the root of VENUS WORLD SCHOOLS with Vedpathshala we try to
inculcate cultures and core ethics and virtues. Our academic session started with the tree
plantation drive on 5 June Environmental Day. Man should live in harmony with nature
with this in mind all our students as well as Teachers participated in the tree plantation
drive.
 A healthy body and a sound mind are important in every child’s life with this in our mind
we celebrated International Yoga day where in our students learned different asanas from
yoga expert. We religiously perform yoga during the school hours to keep our students
physically active and mentally alert.
 To begin with our tiny tots, toddlers our little ducklings we handle them with great care
and concern. We gift them different and unique experiences with theme wise celebrations
like peter patter rain day, Mud activity, Thumb prints to develop motor skills. Our
jungle world to held save nature and save animals – save tiger. Our children had a time
of their life. We have dance and music clubs to refresh their minds.
 To inculcate one of the strongest of all virtues patriotism dignity and loyalty towards our
nation.We at VENUS WORLD SCHOOLS celebrated Independence day with a message Unity
in Diversity.
 To cherish the bonding between sister and brother Rakhi making competitions were
held on 18th of August.
 Eco friendly Ganesha idols were made by our students during Ganpati festivals.
 Joy of giving is significant to inculcate values like caring and sharing – Ek muthi anaj
was collected from all our students during Navratri and donated by our students to
orphanages.

 To spread light and welcome the festivals of lights our students put up their creativity
through lantern making and colouring diyas which looked colourful and vibrant.
 To discriminate between good touch and bad touch among our students sessions were
conducted with students with their mother parents who attended these sessions.
 “Cleanliness is next to Godliness”
We initiated a cleanliness drive – Swatch Bharat Abhiyaan, where in our students as well
as our teachers stood up for a clean and healthy environment and our surroundings.To
save our mother Earth and to ban plastic, We at VENUS WORLD SCHOOLS avoid using
plastic objects, bag, bottles etc. and we prefer carry a bag rather than carrybag.
 Self defense techniques are taught by on physical education experts after school hours
Kick boxing and Taekwondo to make physically strong and mentally fit individuals. To
encourage scientific attitude we have developed a well maintained and spacious science
lab.
 To get over the fever and fear of maths we have developed a spacious and innovative
Maths lab. To develop the reading skills we have a well equipped library.
Sanskrit is the oldest language and our students learn Sanskrit which is God’s own
language.
 Different Olympiads are conducted for verbal reasoning, aptitude and logical reasoning
among the students. For language enrichment we have conducted activities like spell bee
build up a word ladder and listen and recall.
 Our major upcoming events are Sports day, Annual Social gathering excursions study
tours and field trips. Our school aims at overall development of every child. We inspire
every child to be physically and mentally strong to have a rational attitude soundly
responsible and ethically sound.
It’s time to thank our most supportive management, strength of our school our Principal ma’am,
incredible team of mentors, our administrative staff and all our faith and soul of VENUS WORLD
SCHOOLS our students. We thank from the core of our heart our parents who have invested faith
in us.

